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Instruction of 2
nd

 term assessment 

Chapter 5: Problems related to Four Basic Operations. 

1. True/False from revision sheet. 

2. M.C.Q. from revision sheet. 

3. Calculate and compare the following answer: from revision sheet. 

4. Using the calculation rules to calculate the following : from revision sheet.                                                                                                                           

5. Express the following problems to a single mathematical sentence and solve it: from 

revision sheet. 

6. Express the following problems to mathematical sentence using “(  )” and solve it: from 

revision sheet. 

 

7. Make your own story for Mathematical sentences the following and solve them: from 

revision sheet. 

 

 

Chapter 7:Multiples and Factors. 

1. Fill in the blanks from revision sheet. 

2. True/False from revision sheet. 

3. Answer to the following short questions from revision sheet. 

4. Find out the multiples of the following: from revision sheet. 

5. Find out the common  multiples (CM) of the following: from revision sheet. 

6. Find out the least common multiples (L.C.M) of the following: from revision sheet. 

7. Find out the common  factor(CF) of the following: from revision sheet. 

8. Find out highest common factor(H.C.F)   of the following: from revision sheet. 

9. Find out the composite numbers of the following: from revision sheet. 

10. Word problem: from revision sheet. 

 

Chapter 8: Fractions. 

1. Answer to the following short questions from revision sheet. 

2. Fill in the blanks from revision sheet. 

3. Put  the symbols “<”, “>” or “=”from revision sheet. 

4. Do Addition from revision sheet. 

5. Do subtraction from revision sheet. 
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6. Do Calculation from revision sheet. 

7. Make three equivalent fractions freely from revision sheet. 

8. Convert into fractions with common denominators: from revision sheet. 

9. Word problem from revision sheet. 

10. Creative questions from revision sheet. 

 

Chapter 10: Measurement (10.1-10.4) 

1. Answer to the following short questions from revision sheet. 

2. Fill in the blanks from revision sheet. 

3. True/False from revision sheet. 

4. Word problem from revision sheet. 

 

 

Chapter 11: Times 

1. Fill in the blanks from revision sheet. 

2. M.C.Q. from revision sheet. 

3. True/False from revision sheet. 

4. Answer to the following short questions from revision sheet. 

5. Express in seconds from revision sheet. 

6. Express in minutes from revision sheet. 

7. Express in hours from revision sheet. 

8. Express in days from revision sheet. 

9. Add together and change them to hours and minutes from revision sheet. 

10. Word problem from revision sheet. 

 

 

 

 


